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TURKU

Population
188,000 (Turku region ca. 330,000)

Major industries:
Biotechnology, ICT, maritime & creative industries

For more information, 
see www.turku.fi



City of Turku Education Division

81 daycare centers/preschools

41 comprehensive schools

10 upper secondary schools

7 vocational schools at the Turku Vocational Institute

adult education services

over 40,000 students (including daycare), number of staff 3,700
For more information, 

see www.turku.fi/education





Goals and expectations for the training



Youth guarantee
in Finland and in Europe



WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT WHEN WE ARE 
TALKING ABOUT YOUTH GUARANTEE?



• The youth guarantee in Finland means that each
unemployed young person under 25 years , with no 
vocational qualification and each young person under 30 
years graduated from secondary level is offered work, 
training place, study place or other place serving his/hers
needs within three months from the start of unemployment

• The training guarantee means  that each young person 
who completes comprehensive school is offered  a place in 
secondary level, apprenticeship training, youth working 
center or other place serving his/hers needs



Youth Guarantee in EU

The Youth Guarantee is a commitment by all Member States to 
ensure that all young people under the age of 25 years receive a 
good quality offer of employment, continued education, 
apprenticeship, traineeship within a period of four months of 
becoming unemployed or leaving formal education.

All EU countries have committed to the implementation of the 
Youth Guarantee in a Council Recommendation of April 2013.



According to the estimate of the EU Commission, the 
total cost of establishing Youth Guarantee schemes in 
the Eurozone is €21bn a year. However, inaction would 
be much more costly; the yearly cost of young people 
not in employment, education or training is estimated 

to reach €153bn (1.21% of GDP). 



WHY ARE WE DOING THIS?

Implementation of the Youth Guarantee in EU

€



TIMELINE OF
THE MAIN 
YOUTH 
GUARANTEE 
PROJECTS

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Vaskooli 2005-2008

Vaskooli-project for young
immigrants 2008-2010

MAST 2009-2012

OPEDA 2011-2014

Huippu 2011-2014

VaSiTe 2011-2014

Valmis 2012-2015

Et cetera…

2016 2017 2018

M.0.T. 2014-16

Osuva Ohjaus
2015-2016

AAVA 2015-2017

VetoVoima 2015-2017

LukioTEKO 2016-2018



WHAT? HOW? WHY?



The Times – They Can Change
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Unemployment Rates in Finland

All: 9,2 %
Youngsters: 22,8 %

There are 632,000 youngsters (15-24 years) in Finland, of 
which 76,000 is unemployed (12,1 % of the whole age
group)



Youth Guarantee 

Vision 2017



VISION

In 2017 the Youth Guarantee is reality in the Turku 
region. This entails the following things:
• Every young person will be ensured sufficient support 

and guidance throughout basic education and during 
the following transitional stages, so that they can 
move forward in their lives after basic education, be it 
through further education or other meaningful 
activities.

• Young people in upper secondary education will, on 
the whole (over 90%), complete their studies and be 
prepared to move into the world of work or further 
education.



VISION

• Every unemployed young person will be found a job, place in 
education, place in a workshop, or rehabilitation.

• Young people will take active responsibility for their own 
lives.

• Parents will support young people in their efforts to reach 
their full potential, and parents themselves will receive 
sufficient support where needed.

• All involved, from officials to those in working life, will 
actively work together and focus on finding opportunities 
and developing new innovation. 

• Active and effective steps will be taken to remove 
obstructive bureaucratic hurdles.



ACTIONS SUPPORTING THE REALIZATION 
OF THE VISION

• Continued operations – If It Ain’t Broke, Don’t Fix It
• Activities in need of development – Business as Usual
• Radical innovations – To Boldly Go Where No Man Has 

Gone
Before

• Catch 22 – Don’t Try This at Home



IF IT AIN’T BROKE, DON’T FIX IT



CONTINUED OPERATIONS

1. Continuing the exchange of information and cooperation 
in the transition phase

2. Continued use of the Southwest Finland provincial 
guidance model

3. Providing sufficient resources to ensure the continued 
operations and development of low-threshold guidance 
facilities

4. Ensuring sufficient guidance and support activities in 
upper secondary vocational education



5. Continuing and developing the practices for 
increasing the participation of young people 

6. Developing entrepreneurship training at all levels of 
education

7. Continuing and clarifying the operations of 
cooperation networks

8. Continued cooperation with parents

CONTINUED OPERATIONS



9. Continuing the cooperation between Youth 
Guarantee actors and working life and developing it 
further

10. Continued use and further development of operating 
models that stimulate young people and promote 
their access to employment

CONTINUED OPERATIONS



BUSINESS AS USUAL



ACTIVITIES IN NEED OF 
DEVELOPMENT

1. Developing and enhancing the communication 
about the Youth Guarantee

2. Developing the cooperation between vocational 
institutions and special education vocational 
institutions

3. Developing and mainstreaming youth 
apprenticeship and its operational models

4. Developing the Ohjaamo 2.0 operating model for an 
improved easy-access, one-stop guidance service 
point, and finding and stimulating young people 
who have long been outside the reach of the services



ACTIVITIES IN NEED OF 
DEVELOPMENT

5. Developing preparatory education

6. Improving the teaching of life skills and the skills 
needed for independent learning and career 
planning

7. Creating a joint Youth Guarantee forum for 
Southwest Finland

8. Developing new guidance and teaching practices 
and learning environments

9. Continuing the Skills Programme for Young Adults 
and mainstreaming its operating models



10. Mainstreaming the social perspective of 
procurement strategies 

11. Better and more extensive utilisation of models 
developed elsewhere

12. Early intervention and early start to the transition 
phase 

13. Increasing guidance and support activities, career 
counselling and working life cooperation in upper 
secondary schools

ACTIVITIES IN NEED OF 
DEVELOPMENT



TO BOLDLY GO WHERE NO MAN 

HAS GONE BEFORE



RADICAL INNOVATIONS

1. Establishing an open vocational college in Southwest Finland and 
developing its operations

2. Revising the youth apprenticeship model on the basis of similar 
models from Germany and the Netherlands by e.g. establishing 
separate apprenticeship salary levels outside those dictated by 
collective bargaining agreements; the term “apprenticeship” may 
have to make way for a new one (e.g. “training agreement”)

3. Trying out and adopting new types of reward systems in the public 
sector in such a way that the sectors, actors,  or employees who 
produce significant savings by reducing the social exclusion of young 
people also receive a financial reward for their actions



RADICAL INNOVATIONS

4. Significantly increasing the role and responsibilities 
of young people by letting them take charge of 
important projects

5. Creating new guidance and teaching practices and 
learning environments

6. Making it mandatory to complete comprehensive
school

7. Opportunity for persons with partial work capacity to 
receive wage subsidies for their entire life



CATCH 22 – DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME



CATCH 22 – DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME

1. Improving the flexibility and motivational properties of 
support systems 

2. More flexibility in wage subsidies and work try-outs

3. Promoting actual long-term saving

4. Changing data security regulations to make it easier to 
exchange information regarding young people at risk

5. Replacing sector-based thinking with cross-sector 
development and cooperation

6. Removing the “can’t be done” attitude and increasing 
courage



FIVE REASONS TO IMPLEMENT
THE YOUTH GUARANTEE

1. Implementing the Youth Guarantee will generate
enormous savings

2. The social exclusion and marginalization of young
people threatens social stability

3. Working life requires a contribution from everyone

4. Education increases the years spent in working life

5. The Youth Guarantee is a part of a just society



”If something’s hard to do

it’s not worth doing”



”We don’t do It because it’s
easy but because it’s hard”



How to reach the goals of youth
guarantee?

Best practices to support the
implementation of the youth

guarantee



Key issues are…



”Our task is to teach those children we have. Not those
we used to have, not those we’d like to have nor those
who are only in our dreams.  That means we have to 
offer learning enviroment which is as wide range as 
humanhood is.”

Chris Pense, Head of Education Department , Toronto

…face the facts



• three-level support program of special education
(based on individual need)

• flexible learning paths in basic education
• cooperation with families
• adequate information about further education
• cooperation between different authorities
• transfer of information

…good practices and models before entering
secondary level education





Most important transition phases are between basic and 
secondary education and between school and working
life.

• one-stop-shops
• multi-vocational cooperation
• clear responsibilities between actors
• job description of a transition phase career advisor
• the attractiveness of VET

…focus on transition phase I



HOW?
• Get young people involved
- from youngsters to youngsters 

• New marketing methods (incl. sosial media)
• Branding VET
• Attractive learning environments and new teaching 

methods
• Teachers’ involment and training

Attractiveness of VET



Marketing products

Beach flag
KOMEa leafet

KOMEa poster A2



Basic education and transition phase trainings

• the transition phase career advisor

• transfer of information between basic and further
education

• cooperation between different actors

Study place

No study place
• Information latest on 30.6. 

to the body respoinsible for guiding
(in Turku, Youth Work Centre Ohjaamo)

Guidance to other
services

The youngster doesn’t accept
the service…

Transition phase guidance

Guiding operations
• additional application
• practical training



Students in secondary education

Controlled
drop out

Doesn’t accept
the study place

Uncontrolled
drop out

The guiding
personnel of the 
educational institute

Guidance

Information from the education institute to 
the youth work of the area

Guidance

Accepts the study
place but doesn’t
appear at school
in the fall

Drop out guidance



• support and guidance
• flexibility
• team work
• guiding is everybody’s responsibility -principle
• cooperation between different authorities
• empowerment
• challenges are there to be solved
• customer first -thinking

…and in secondary level



• courses preparing for work life and courses on job 
seeking for the students graduating from secondary 
education

• supporting entrepreneurship spirit throughout the 
whole education system

• “Spring is on it’s way – are you ready?” and other 
theme days/-weeks

• network of tightly involved companies 
• tailor made recruitment models for the enterprises
• campaigns for enterprises

…focus on transition phase II



• outreach youth work
• one-stop-shops
• networks and co-operation
• clear responsibilities
• support and guidance
• flexibility, tailored routes through education
• empowerment of the target group

How to reach-out for the NEETs?
How to diminish the number of the

early school leavers?





Money and other things

that matter



Perspective 1: society level
Argument 1: The realisation of the Youth Guarantee will 
significantly prevent social exclusion, which the Ministry of the 
Interior considers an important threat to public safety.
Argument 2: As the age structure of the population develops, it 
becomes increasingly important that all young people receive 
training and can thus make an effective transition to working 
life.
Argument 3: According to an estimate by the National Audit 
Office, every young person who is permanently excluded from 
the labour market costs society approximately one million 
euros before they reach the age of 60. On an annual level the 
costs amount to €28,000.

CASE: Preventing social exclusion of 
youngsters is a lucrative business



CASE: Preventing social exclusion of 
youngsters is a lucrative business

The realisation of the Training Guarantee
(how many young people continue their studies in upper 
secondary level or in transition phase training modules in 
the autumn that follows their graduation from 
comprehensive school) increased in Turku from 93.9% 
(2004) to 98.1% (2012).

Savings to society on an annual level:
55 (increase in the number of young people who have found 
a study place) x €28,000 (estimate by the National Audit 
Office on the annual costs of exclusion from education and 
working life) = €1,540,000.



More students complete their studies:
Due to various new guidance and support activities and more flexible routes 
through education, the graduation rate in Turku Vocational Institute rose 12 
percentage points between 2004 and 2010 (from 63.0 to 75.0).

Savings to society on an annual level:
156 (increase in the number of young people who graduated within three 
years) x €28,000 (estimate by the National Audit Office on the annual costs 
of exclusion from education and working life) x 0.15 (difference in 
percentage points in the number of young people who participate in the 
labour market after completing secondary level education and those who 
participate without having completed that education) = €655,200.

CASE: Preventing social exclusion of 
youngsters is a lucrative business



CASE: Preventing social exclusion of 
youngsters is a lucrative business

Perspective 2: organisational level 
(long-term benefits of project portfolios or packages)
In the early 2000s, stimulated by various projects, Turku Vocational Institute 
began investing heavily in developing the institute's guidance and support 
activities by creating new operating models and increasing the resources 
allocated to these activities. The measures taken produced excellent results 
in five years, as the table below demonstrates:

2003 2004 2008 2009

Drop-out rate 4,7 4,6 2,8 3,7

Pass rate 65,2 63,0 72,0 71,0

These development activities also continued after 2009 and the graduation 
rate, for example, has improved further.



CASE: Preventing social exclusion of 
youngsters is a lucrative business

The cost-efficiency of activities related to reducing the number of dropouts when 
comparing, for example, figures for 2009 to 2003, can be calculated using the 
following formula: (A – B) x C – D = E

A = the number of dropouts during the observation year (in this example, 2009) 
calculated by the drop-out rate of the reference year (in this example, 2003)
B = the actual number of dropouts in 2009
C = the average unit price of vocational education at Turku Vocational Institute in 
2009
D = the amount of additional financial resources allocated to guidance and support 
activities in 2009 compared with 2003 (using the wage level of 2009)
E = achieved savings

(177 – 139) X 8 880,98 € - 150 651 € = 186 826,24 €



CASE: Preventing social exclusion of 
youngsters is a lucrative business

Using the performance numbers of the peak year (observation year 2008, 
reference year still 2003), the savings are even more noticeable:
(172 – 102) X 8 880,98 € - 150 651 € = 471 017,60 €

Furthermore, due to its low drop-out rate and high graduation rate, Turku 
Vocational Institute has been continually successful in the performance 
measurements conducted by the Finnish National Board of Education. This 
has earned the education’s organiser (the City of Turku) performance-
based funding, for example, in the years mentioned in the table, as follows:
2008: 1 488 750 €
2009: 1 091 858 €
To summarise, investing in effective and high-quality teaching and 
sufficient guidance and support activities generated a profit of almost two 
million euros in 2008 and approximately 1.25 million euros in 2009.



Perspective 3: Effects of VaSkooli-project for young immigrants
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CASE: Preventing social exclusion of 
youngsters is a lucrative business



Perspective 4: individual level
The Youth Guarantee is part of the Finnish social 
model, which is based on the core values of providing 
everyone with equal opportunities and taking care of 
those who are at a disadvantage. Because of this, the 
social exclusion of young people is not only a matter of 
a million euros, but also a matter of the unique lives of 
individuals and whether or not people can fulfill their 
dreams.

CASE: Preventing social exclusion of youngsters 
is a lucrative business



Perspective 5: individual project

CASE: Preventing social exclusion of youngsters 
is a lucrative business

Total amount of the

students/ work life 

mentored

Drop-out %: all Drop-out %: work

life mentored

Turku Vocational

Institute 

3771/90 5,9 3,3

Metalwork and 

machinery

157/24 19,1 0

Students in need of 

special education

420/34 13,1 2,9



How to be resource-smart?

• Share
• Learn
• Focus
• Combine
• Be creative
• Kill your darlings

Use of existing resources



What you have?

What you use?

Different sources of funding



Matti Mäkelä
Head of the Project Management 
Office 
+ 358 44 907 3166
matti.makela@turku.fi

Anu Parantainen
Project Manager
+358 44 907 3475
anu.parantainen@turku.fi

www.koulutustakuu.fi/training-guarantee



From DARPA to Nudge: 
Development Tools and 
Transfer of Innovation



Some 
Tools…



Challenges/ 
Problems

Measures and Work Packages
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Check: 
Correspondence
between
solutions/results and 
measures and work
packages

Solutions/
Results

Check: 
Correspondence 
between 
challenges/problems 
and measures and 
work packages



You Get What You Measure



Agile projects

Agile projects

• individuals and 
interaction

• functional application

• cooperation

• reacting to change

Traditional projects

• processes and tools

• precise
documentation

• contract negotiations

• following plans

Which model suits better for your work/organisation? Why?



• the leadership chooses a few objectives and focus 
areas that are important for putting the strategy into 
practice

• all developmental measures and required resources 
focus on achieving these objectives

• the leadership and other persons in charge actively 
monitor and evaluate the progress of these 
objectives

What are your organisation’s battles that you can’t afford to 
lose?

Must-win Battle



• Lean ideology is based on Toyota Production System (TPS), 
and it was first introduced in a book called "The Machine 
That Changed the World” (James Womack and Daniel Jones, 
1991)

• The core idea is to maximize customer value while 
minimizing waste

• Value – Non profit – Waste

• Key issues: continuous improvement, respect for people, 
management support, long-term objectives

Lean



Lean

• “Empowered and inspired teams systemically solving 
problems permanently as part of the daily work”

• Focus on what you want - goals

• Every problem is an opportunity in disguise

• Integrate the culture of continuous improvement into the 
dna of your organisation



• DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) is a 
research organization that is a part of the United States 
Department of Defense

• DARPA has provided funding for the development of such 
innovations as the Internet, GPS tracking, and stealth 
technology

• The key element of this developmental model is setting the 
objectives so high that up to 85% of projects fail. Despite 
this, even unsuccessful projects provide a great deal of new 
information and results that can be utilised elsewhere

• The model emphasises the idea that easily achieved, safe 
goals only tend to yield mediocre results

DARPA



How Boldly Would You Go 
to Uncharted Territories?



Concept of nudge was created by Richard Thaler
and Cass Sunstein in the early 2000s’. Nudge
means working model in which people are gently
guided to act in a hoped manner. 
One of nudges’ most frequently cited examples is 
the etching of the image of a housefly into the 
men’s room urinals at Amsterdam’s Schiphol 
Airport, which has been reported to reduce 
cleaning expenses by 80 per cent. 
How would you use nudge to implement, for example, new
guidance or pedagogical practice?

Nudge



Tool for Transferring Innovations
ENGAGEMENT PLANTING

DISSEMINATION

NEW IDEAS FOR DEVELOPMENT

• good practice into 
use

• a part/parts of good
practice into use

• modification of the 
practise into a new 
environment

• piloting new 
practises

• development
project

• implementation
project

• identifying
problems and 
the need for 
change

• planning the 
process

• finding possible
solutions

• description of 
results and product
development

• mainstreaming and
• planting
• dissemination
• Intense

dissemination
• new ideas for 

development

SURVEY IMPLEMENTATIONTESTING

EVALUATION EVALUATION



Get Better -Mindset (vs. Be Good -Mindset)

• Be Good –mindset works in simple tasks; failure
causes frustration whereas focusing on 
development (get better) faces difficulties and 
failures with ”what I could do better” attitude

• In Get Better –mindset you can learn from the
others; in Be Good –mindset you are threatened by
those who do better

Mindset

Source: Columbia Business School, Heidi Grant Halvorson.



SEE POSSIBILITIES
BE GOOD vs. BE BETTER



INSTEAD OF SAYING 
”NO, BECAUSE” 
SAY ”YES, AND”

Stanford University rule for creativity workshops



Commitment and Committing

Convincing target groups of the necessity for 
change and the benefits it can bring is very 
important for the dissemination and adoption of 
new practices and operating models. Selling a new 
innovation is much easier if you can prove that it 

a) makes operations more effective
b) improves quality
c) produces cost savings



• Are all the key actors still committed to carrying out the 
innovation transfer to the end?

• Is the commitment realised as concrete action? If yes, 
how? If not, how should it be realised?

• Is there a sufficient amount of communication about the 
progress of the innovation transfer?

• Does the project’s own operating culture promote the 
commitment of other actors?

Implementation:

Commitment checklist when 
adopting a new practice



Commitment checklist when 
adopting a new practice

• Are all key actors at all levels of the organisation willing to 
incorporate the new operating model/product as part of 
their everyday activities?

• Have the actors prepared a separate plan and timetable 
for the adoption?

• Have the actors agreed upon the next evaluation date, 
during which the success of the change will be evaluated 
and any necessary follow-up actions will be agreed upon?

Answering “No” to even one of these questions at any stage 
of the process requires that the actors take a time-out, 
discuss and decide upon necessary measures.

Adoption:



Matti Mäkelä
Head of the Project Management 
Office 
+ 358 44 907 3166
matti.makela@turku.fi

Anu Parantainen
Project Manager
+358 44 907 3475
anu.parantainen@turku.fi

www.koulutustakuu.fi/training-guarantee


